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> A. Match the following words with the definitions (1 – 13) below.

ankle   head   elbow   hips   knee   neck   thigh   thumb   shoulder   wrist   toes   eyes   nose 

1. This connects your head to your body.
2. This is between your hand and your arm.
3. This is between your foot and your leg.
4. This is where the lower part of your leg meets the

upper part of your leg.
5. This is where the lower part of your arm meets

the upper part of your arm.
6. You see with these.

7. Your arm meets your body here.
8. This is where your legs meet your body.
9. This is the upper part of your leg.
10. This is on top of your neck!
11. You have five of these at the end of each foot.
12. You use this to smell.
13. You have four fingers and one of these on each

hand.

> B. Use seven different parts of the body from > A as verbs in the correct form to fill the gaps below.

1. Do you ................................... your way through queues and crowds or do you wait patiently at the back? 
2. Do you know anybody who enjoys .................. around, taking a very close interest in other people’s lives? 
3. Do you enjoy .................... a lot of responsibility at work or do you prefer to let others make the decisions? 
4. Where are you ................................................................................ after the lesson? Are you going home? 
5. When was the last time somebody ....................................................... you up? Did you start flirting back? 
6. Have you ever ........................... a lift? In what situations might you consider travelling in a stranger’s car? 
7. When you were a teenager did you ...................................................... the line or did you break the rules? 

> C. Ask your partner the questions in > B.

> D. Use the following idioms in the correct form to fill the gaps in the sentences below.

breathe down someone’s neck     a chip on one’s shoulder     give someone the elbow     see eye to eye
fall/be head over heels in love     all fingers and thumbs     look down one’s nose     tread on someone’s toes 

1. Do you .......................................... with all your colleagues? Do you agree with them about most things? 
2. Do you know anyone who .............................. at you? Why do they consider themselves to be superior? 
3. Do you know anyone who has ............................................................? What does s/he resent so much? 
4. Does your teacher (boss, etc) .................................... all the time? Does s/he supervise you too closely? 
5. In which situations are you .......................................................? Why are you clumsy in such situations? 
6. When was the last time you ...........................................? Where did it happen? Was it love at first sight? 
7. When was the last time you ................................................................? What did you say to offend them? 
8. When was the last time you ................................................................? How did you end the relationship? 

> E. Ask your partner the questions in > D.
 > F. Put the cosmetic surgeries below into the correct column. There is one you don’t need to use.
Surgical Cosmetic Procedures Men’s Top Four Women’s Top Four

tummy tuck  facelift 
breast reduction 

breast enlargement 
eyelid surgery  liposuction (x2) 

rhinoplasty (nose job) 

1. ................................
2. ................................
3. ................................
4. ………………………

1. ................................
2. ................................
3. ………………………
4. ………………………

> G. Discuss the questions below with your partner.
1. How many of the answers in > F surprised you? Why?
2. Would you consider having cosmetic surgery? Why/not?
3. If you had to have one of the cosmetic procedures in > F, which would you choose?
4. Should teenagers be permitted to have cosmetic surgery if they are unhappy with their bodies?
5. How much care do you take of your body? How could you take more care of it?
6. How important is it to stay in shape in your culture? Do you think it should be more or less important?
7. How important is appearance in your culture? Do you think it should be more or less important? Why?
8. What is the difference between self-respect and vanity?
9. What is your opinion of body piercing or tattoos?
10. How have attitudes to people’s bodies (both men’s and women’s) changed over the last 50 years or so?


